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Introduction/Hypothesis
● This week we performed functional analysis to obtain a better understanding 

of the biology behind our list of differentially expressed genes and relate it to 
colorectal cancer

Hypothesis: In our last presentation, we specifically looked at four different highly 
differentially expressed genes. They all had seemed to have a common function of 
upregulating aspects of cell growth and division that promotes the proliferation 
of colorectal cancer cells



Gene Ontology
● enrichGO(): performs enrichment analysis on a gene set to classify genes into 

different categories and bins
● We focused on molecular function (MF) and biological process (BP) of 

upregulated genes
○ enrichMF <- enrichGO(names(DEG.gene), hs, keyType = 'ENTREZID', ont = 'MF',                   

readable = TRUE)
○ enrichBP <- enrichGO(names(DEG.gene), hs, keyType = 'ENTREZID', ont = 'BP',                      

readable = TRUE)



Barplots of GO
● Overrepresented terms were plotted using barplot()



Group GO
Done in order to see the specific area of activity of each differentially expressed 
gene, multiple levels gave us more detailed view of the area of activity





GSEA
● Gene set enrichment analysis: used to find types of genes that are 

overrepresented in the gene set
○ Mostly associated with different diseases
○ Used the entire gene set from limma for analysis

● gsea <- GSEA(geneList, 
TERM2GENE = hallmark, 
pvalueCutoff = 0.05)

gsea <- setReadable(gsea, hs, 
keyType = 'ENTREZID')

gseaplot2(gsea, geneSetID = 1:4, 
pvalue_table = T, 
ES_geom = 'dot')



Results: enrichKEGG
- Gene association with 

function
- Significance of DEGs 

within function and 
relationship with cancer



Results: Gene Concept Networks
GeneConcept <- setReadable(KEGG, hs, keyType = 'ENTREZID')

cnetplot(GeneConcept, categorySize = 'geneNum', foldChange = DEG.gene, showCategory = 5, 

colorEdge = T)

cnetplot(GeneConcept, showCategory = 5, categorySize = 'geneNum', circular = TRUE, 

         foldChange = DEG.gene, colorEdge = T)



Results: StringDB
Hub genes:
● MYC
● CD44
● MMP1, MMP3, MMP10
● CXCL8
● MSX1, MSX2
● SOX9
● CHEK1
● CDK1
● MATR3
● TCN1
● etc...



Results: Transcriptional Functional 
Analysis

● TCN1
○ IRF9 (HR-1.2) can upregulate 

a proinflammatory cytokine 
IL6 to increases the chance 
of tumor formation

○ Is responsible for the 
transport of Vitamin B12 and 
is seen in cancer, as a 
possible marker

● CEMIP: 
○ Responsible for 

cell-migration and differential 
expression is known to be 
present in many forms of 
cancer



Results: Survival Analysis



Conclusion
● From gene ontology: 

○ Top biological processes include: regulation of nuclear division, positive regulation of cell cycle, 
DNA replication,

○ Top molecular functions include: various DNA replication and activity functions 

●  From KEGG analysis and gene concept network:
○ Top categories include: cell cycle, IL-17 signaling pathway, transcriptional misregulation in 

cancer

● From transcriptional functional analysis:
● From survival analysis:

○ Most of the hub genes have an associated risk with colorectal tumor formation

Conclusion: results of functional analysis show that our hypothesis is supported



Further Research
● Find the specific gene functions of the differentially expressed genes and 

compare them between cancers
○ This can be done to find differential expressed genes between cancer types and see which 

genes cause specific cancers



Challenges
● Problems with bar plots (Kaylen), went to office hours for help but couldn’t 

figure it out
○ Ended up using Aman’s bar plots



Team Meeting
● Aman and Kaylen - Coding for deliverables & Presentation

○ For presentation and submission of deliverables, used:

■ Aman - enrichGO MF and CC, groupGO, survival analysis

■ Kaylen - enrichGO BP, KEGG analysis, GSEA plot, string DB, and TFA analysis

● Olivia and Angelina - Presentation

● Met together to review results 


